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Abstract: The precipitation enhancement operation data of aircraft from 2014 to 2019 and the global
data assimilation system (NCEP GDAS) were used in this study. The transport process of the
transmission of artificial precipitation enhancement seeding agents for aircraft was successfully
simulated by the HYSPLIT model. The purpose of the study was to explore the applicability of the
model in determining the artificial precipitation enhancement influence area and provide a technical
method for evaluating the effect of artificial precipitation enhancement. The results show that
(1) the HYSPLIT model can be used to track the transmission of aircraft precipitation enhancement
seeding agents hourly. Suppose the seeding route satisfies the condition that the route and its
interval area are the effective seeding area within 3 h after the end of the seeding agent. In that case,
the seeding area’s boundary points can be used as dynamic change markers in the influence area.
(2) The HYSPLIT model was used to simulate 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement seeding agent
transmission processes. The transmission path for the seeding agent influence altitude layer was
mostly southwest or west; the angle ranged from 225◦ to 268◦; the horizontal transport distance of the
seeding agent for three hours was 100–200 km; the vertical transmission direction was mostly upward;
the range was 0–1200 m; the influence area decreased at the third h of seeding agent transport for
71% of the precipitation enhancement operations. (3) Based on the dynamic variations of 24 aircraft
precipitation affected areas determined by the HYSPLIT model, and the contrast area selected by the
similarity measurement method, 15 (63%) aircraft precipitation operations contributed to the increase
in precipitation.

Keywords: HYSPLIT model; seeding agent transmission; precipitation enhancement route; influence
area; hourly precipitation

1. Introduction

It is of great theoretical and practical significance to explore the transmission and dif-
fusion of artificial precipitation enhancement seeding agents. When artificial precipitation
operations and scientific experiments are carried out using seeding agents, the spatial and
temporal distribution of the seeding agent and the catalysis are closely related to the effect
of artificial precipitation enhancement, so it is very important to understand and master
the characteristics and laws of catalyst transport and diffusion for the scientific evaluation
of precipitation enhancement effects. How to determine the effective range after seeding,
how the effective seeding region changes over time, and how to carry out seeding to ensure
adequate seeding of the cloud being operated are important problems to be solved in the
field of weather modification [1,2].
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The composition, solubility, scale, and quantity of natural aerosol can affect the process
of cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) on clouds. It has been found that organic aerosol
accounts for the main part of the total CCN [3]. At the same time, anthropogenic aerosol
pollution from industrial processes, automobile exhaust, and coal-fired power plants has
strong hygroscopicity, so it can be used as CCN. However, excessive CCN will lead to
a large number of cloud droplets, which are very small and inhibit the formation of
precipitation through the collision and coalescence of cloud droplets [4]. The solubility of
natural aerosol in water is different, the low solubility of natural aerosol will lead to smaller
surface precipitation, and soluble aerosol particles (such as NaCl) will cause an increase in
surface precipitation [5]. The huge seed particles exert a strong solute effect throughout the
simulation, changing the subsequent collision–coalescence process, so the solute term is
very important during the droplet growth process [6]. There is water competition between
natural cloud droplets and artificial seeding particles during the entraining process from
the outside through turbulent diffusion [7].

Additionally, the inadvertent transport of seeding material was analyzed by Ćurić et al. [8].
During weather modification activities, a large amount of seeding material can be trans-
ferred far from the seeding zone in a downwind direction. For distances above 10 km, most
of the seeding agent would remain inactivated, because horizontal transport of the seeding
agent becomes more important than transport induced by the main updraft. If the complete
seeding material stays inactivated, it would be transferred far from its initial area, and the
cloud would not be able to capture the seeding agent even during its greatest lateral extent.

Most of the existing research on the main methods of seeding agent transmission
and diffusion in the cloud are mainly theoretical and numerical simulations, because
it is difficult to carry out large-scale experiments of catalyst transmission and diffusion
directly in the cloud [9,10]. In previous studies, some scholars used free atmospheric
transport diffusion theory to construct numerical models of seeding agent diffusion (three-
dimensional smoke trajectory models, Gaussian diffusion, etc.). Different types of seeding
agent and cloud types were studied, by which the theoretical basis was accumulated for
the exploration of precipitation enhancement seeding agent transmission and diffusion
methods. However, the numerical simulation process usually sets certain assumptions
and parameters and uses limited atmospheric observation data, focusing on individual
cases. The current research methods for seeding agent transmission and diffusion in
clouds mainly include the finite difference method, the unbounded atmospheric point
source diffusion model, the linear source and point source diffusion theoretical models
of stratiform clouds and convective clouds, the turbulent diffusion equation, and the
three-dimensional smoke trajectory model of linear source transmission and diffusion of
stratiform clouds, the Gaussian ground point source diffusion model, etc. [11–15]. For the
research method that used a tracer test or a numerical model [16–18], the concentration
and transport characteristics of the tracer seeding agent were the main things that were
thoroughly studied [19–21].

For a long time, empirical non-quantitative methods have been mainly used to evaluate
seeding agent influence over time, scope, and effectiveness. Still, this method is unsuitable
for developing weather modification in the new situation. Using actual meteorological data
and scientific and reasonable calculation means to accurately determine the transmission of
precipitation enhancement seeding agents is our research direction and focus, which is also
the route of this paper. In this paper, the Lagrange trajectory model HYSPLIT was used to
analyze the transmission process of aircraft precipitation enhancement seeding agents, and
the following factors were considered: First, there is a similar mechanism between the diffu-
sion of artificial precipitation enhancement seeding agents and the diffusion of pollutants,
which can be used as a reference in predicting atmospheric environmental impact. As a
professional model for calculating the transport and diffusion trajectory of air pollutants,
the HYSPLIT model not only shows certain advantages in exploring the transport of water
vapor in the atmosphere or precipitation process [22–29], but also provides a reference for
the calculation of precipitation enhancement seeding agent transmission [30]. Secondly,
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there is a limited type of research on aircraft precipitation seeding agent transmission using
the HYSPLIT model and actual grid data. Given all that, this paper tries to explore the
model’s applicability in tracking the area affected by artificial precipitation enhancement. It
provides a reference for determining the suitable seeding position of seeding agents in the
cloud and a more multidimensional technical method for evaluating the effects of artificial
precipitation enhancement operations.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

The following data were used by this study:

(1) The Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) from the National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction in the United States, which includes geopotential height, wind,
temperature, specific humidity, and other elements, has a horizontal resolution of
1◦ × 1◦ and 21 layers in the vertical direction.

(2) Data on 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations from 2014 to 2019, including
aircraft routes, longitude, latitude, altitude, temperature, seeding time, seeding region,
seeding altitude, and seeding dose. Figure 1 shows the borders of China with the
study area.

(3) Data from geostationary meteorological satellites and weather radars, including
Fengyun geostationary meteorological satellite remote sensing data with time res-
olutions of 30 min or 4 min and Doppler weather radar detection data with a time
resolution of 6 min.

Figure 1. Borders of China with the study area.

2.2. HYSPLIT Model
2.2.1. Introduction to HYSPLIT Model

The HYSPLIT model (Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectories), de-
veloped jointly by NOAA’s Air Resources Laboratory and the Australian Bureau of Meteo-
rology, is a professional model for calculating and analyzing air pollutant transport and
diffusion trajectories, including the mixed single-particle Lagrangian integral trajectory
model. The model has a complete transport, diffusion, and settlement model, which deals
with the functions of various meteorological input fields, various physical processes, and
different pollutant emission sources, and has been widely used in the transport and diffu-
sion study of multiple pollutants and gases in various regions [31]. The model is a mixture
of the Lagrangian and the Euler diffusion models. The Lagrange method is used to calculate
advection and diffusion, and the Euler method is used to calculate the concentration field.
The model can track the movement direction of particles or gases carried by the airflow
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and carry out a three-dimensional trajectory simulation of the target area. Meanwhile, it
can calculate the forward and backward trajectories.

The trajectory calculation principle of the HYSPLIT model is as follows [31,32]:
(Equations (1) and (2)) The particle trajectory moves in the wind field. The vector ve-
locity at the position of the air mass is obtained through linear interpolation in space
and time, and its trajectory is the integration in space and time. Where t represents the
integral time step, P represents the initial position, P’ represents the first guess position,
and V represents the wind speed. The particle is in position P(t) at time t, and the position
P(t + ∆t) after the time step δ t:

P′(t +4t) = P(t) + V(P, t)4 t (1)

P(t +4t) = P(t) + 0.5[V(P, t) + V(P′, t +4t)]4 t (2)

The integral time step satisfies the condition [33]: ∆t·Umax < 0.75∆L (Umax is the
maximum wind speed, ∆L is a spacing between grid points); namely, the movement of the
air mass within a time step is no more than 0.75 grid interval.

The horizontal coordinates of the model retain the original format of the input data,
and the vertical direction is interpolated into the terrain σ coordinates (Equation (3)). Where
Ztop is the top of the trajectory mode coordinate system, Zgt is the terrain height, and Zmst
is the boundary height under the coordinate.

σ =

(
ztop − zmst

)(
ztop − zgt

) (3)

2.2.2. Model Configuration of Precipitation Seeding Agent Transmission

The diffusion mechanism of the seeding agent is similar to that of pollutants in artificial
precipitation enhancement operations. Therefore, the application of the HYSPLIT model
in atmospheric environmental impact prediction can be used as a reference; the diffusion
direction and range of seeding agents were obtained by using the model. When the
HYSPLIT model is used to simulate the seeding agent transmission process in an artificial
precipitation enhancement operation, it is necessary to clarify the key links in the effective
action process of the seeding agent: the release process, diffusion process, and nucleation
process, to determine the catalyst transport simulation scheme.

(1) Release process. The pyrolytic seeding agent on board the aircraft is seeded into
the cloud through the combustion release process, and the combustion duration
from beginning to end is the release time. For the present airborne flame catalyst
silver iodide smoke strip and silver iodide flame bomb, the release time is usually
approximately ten minutes and one minute, respectively. At present, the release time
of silver iodide smoke strip and silver iodide flame bomb, which are flame catalysts
carried by precipitation enhancement aircraft, is usually approximately ten minutes
and one minute, respectively.

(2) Diffusion process. The seeding agent released by precipitation enhancement aircraft
is discharged instantaneously at a certain point, and the aircraft operation belongs to
moving line source seeding. Some studies show that the diffusion reaches the width
of the effective catalytic concentration of approximately 7 km within 12 h [1,34].

(3) Nucleation processes. The nucleation process refers to aerosol particles or ions [35].
In view of the seeding layer temperature of the case of aircraft precipitation enhance-
ment in this paper, nucleation times of AgI seeding agent ranging from −20 ◦C to
−4 ◦C in previous studies [36–38] were summarized. The nucleation temperature
and nucleation time of AgI seeding agent are affected by various factors, such as
atmospheric temperature and humidity conditions, seeding agent particle size and
formula composition, and combustion mode of seeding agent particles. Consequently,
the nucleation time from −20 to −4 ◦C for the artificial ice nucleation preparation
currently used for cold cloud catalysis is typically 1~40 min. Theoretically, when the
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concentration of artificial ice cores generated by the seeding agent is greater than
10 L−1, it can enhance precipitation [39]. The optimum ice crystal density can be
produced by introducing the appropriate amount of cold cloud seeding agent into the
proper part of the cloud, thus promoting the development of the cloud precipitation
process. Under the appropriate and sufficient catalytic dose, the changing trend in
precipitation with different catalytic doses is consistent. Still, the effect of precipitation
enhancement varies and increases with catalytic dose [40–42]. As for the duration
of maintaining the effective concentration of seeding agent after release, diffusion,
and nucleation (under the condition of sufficient artificial ice core), the study usually
focuses on 3 h after seeding operation [43]. Some scholars think it could be longer.
Based on previous research, the effective time for catalysis in this paper was set at 3 h.

3. Results
3.1. Simulation of Transmission of Aircraft Precipitation Enhancement Seeding Agent by
HYSPLIT Model
3.1.1. Information on Aircraft Precipitance Enhancement Operations

Before the study of seeding agent transmission for aircraft precipitation enhancement
operation, the rationality of the precipitation enhancement operation process was analyzed
from seeding conditions, seeding timing, seeding location [44], and catalytic dose. It is
meaningful to conduct seeding agent transmission research to meet the requirement of
operational rationality [45]. Table 1 shows the reasonable conditions of the precipitance
enhancement operation process. Suppose the precipitance enhancement operation process
does not meet the needs of operation rationality. In that case, the operation process is con-
sidered unreasonable, and the seeding agent transmission study is abandoned. The seeding
agent transmission study will be carried out if the precipitance enhancement process is
reasonable. From the aircraft precipitation enhancement operations conducted in Henan
Province, China from 2014 to 2019, 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations meet-
ing the practical requirements of the operation process were finally selected (Considering
the length of the paper, Figure 2 only lists the schematic diagram of rationality analysis for
operation No. 1–4); Table 2 shows the detailed information of the operations.

Table 1. Reasonableness condition of artificial precipitation enhancement process.

Indicator Requirements

Condition of operation

(1) The cloud system types are stratiform cloud or
stratus–cumulus mixed cloud
(2) Weather conditions (precipitation cloud system) and water
vapor transmission are suitable for precipitance enhancement

Opportunity of operation

(1) The operation is located in the area with abundant water
vapor content and liquid water content, and the cloud in the
operation area has strong radar echo
(2) There is a supercooled water layer in seeding cloud, and
the cloud has a relatively large thickness
(3) Temperature at the top of the cloud < −10 ◦C

Position of operation

(1) The temperature of the seeding agent position is in the
cloud seeding temperature window, which is conducive to the
maximum nucleation of the seeding agent
(2) The design of flight path is reasonable, and the seeding
area has enough area and full seeding is realized

Dose of seeding agent The seeding dose is reasonable and the full seeding is
basically realized
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Figure 2. Overlay of the airline and radar echo plane (a1–a4), vertical radar profile (b1–b4) of
No.1–4 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations.
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Table 2. Information of 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations in Henan from 2014 to 2019.

Number
Date of

Operation
Time of Seeding

(Beijing Time)
Duration of
Seeding/h

Average Height
of Seeding/km

The Dose of Seeding
Seeding Region

Dry Ice/kg AgI Article
Flame/Pipe

AgI Flame
Bomb/Shot

AgI Smoke
Tube/Pipe

1 2014 08 23 09:39–12:01 2.4 5.7 48 16 200
Pingdingshan–Xuchang–Luohe–

Nanyang, Henan Province,
China

2 2014 08 23 14:58–17:36 2.6 6.5 19 187
Pingdingshan–Xuchang–Luohe–
Zhoukou–Zhumadian, Henan

Province, China

3 2014 08 26 15:21–17:36 2.3 6.5 120 1 120
Pingdingshan–Xuchang–Luohe–
Zhoukou–Zhumadian, Henan

Province, China

4 2016 05 07 16:17–17:20 1.1 5.6 15 193 Luoyang–Jiaozuo–Zhengzhou,
Henan Province, China

5 2016 05 20 14:07–15:56 1.8 6.2 17 195
Xuchang–Pingdingshan–Luohe–
Zhoukou–Zhumadian, Henan

Province, China

6 2017 04 04 09:45–11:26 1.7 3.8 13 Pingdingshan–Xuchang, Henan
Province, China

7 2017 04 08 10:39–11:42 1.1 4.5 13 Luoyang–Jiaozuo, Henan
Province, China

8 2017 04 10 09:45–11:21 1.6 4.5 13
Luoyang–Pingdingshan–

Nanyang, Henan Province,
China

9 2017 09 24 14:02–17:10 3.1 5.3 20 180 Nanyang, Henan Province, China
10 2017 09 25 11:57–14:59 3.0 6.2 18 194 Nanyang, Henan Province, China
11 2017 10 01 11:10–12:00 0.8 6.2 26 191 Nanyang, Henan Province, China
12 2017 10 01 17:19–19:43 2.4 6.2 37 175 Nanyang, Henan Province, China

13 2018 01 24 09:50–11:50 2.0 4.2 16 182 Pingdingshan–Nanyang, Henan
Province, China

14 2018 01 24 15:20–16:40 1.3 4.2 16 189
Pingdingshan–Luohe–Nanyang–

Zhumadian, Henan Province,
China

15 2018 01 26 21:29–22:40 1.2 4.2 15 192 Nanyang, Henan Province, China

16 2018 11 05 09:10–10:59 1.8 4.0 33 Luoyang–Pingdingshan, Henan
Province, China

17 2018 11 05 14:55—-17:25 2.5 4.3 37 Luoyang–Pingdingshan, Henan
Province, China

18 2018 11 06 16:42–17:30 0.8 4.3 36 Xuchang–Luohe–Pingdingshan,
Henan Province, China

19 2018 11 07 15:11–17:35 2.4 4 35 Pingdingshan–Nanyang, Henan
Province, China

20 2018 12 03 16:02–18:12 2.2 4 35 Zhoukou, Henan Province, China

21 2018 12 10 16:18–18:15 2.0 2.7 24 183 Luohe–Zhoukou–Zhumadian,
Henan Province, China

22 2018 12 19 14:11–16:00 1.8 4.2 16 187 Nanyang–Zhumadian, Henan
Province, China

23 2018 12 19 19:15–20:50 1.6 3.6 16 177 Zhumadian–Nanyang–Xinyang,
Henan Province, China

24 2019 02 26 15:15–16:50 1.6 4.2 18 Nanyang, Henan Province, China

Note: AgI content for two specifications of article flames: 125 g/pipe, 35 g/pipe. The AgI content of AgI flame
bomb is 3.6 g/shot, and the AgI content of AgI smoke tube is 12.5 g/pipe.

3.1.2. Simulation Results of Aircraft Precipitation Enhancement Seeding Agent
Transmission

For the 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations meeting the rationality of
the operation process, the model was used to simulate the hourly affected area 3 h after
the operation, and several boundary points in the seeding area were used as model input
sources. The transmission of boundary points of affected areas within 3 h after seeding for
24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations simulated by the HYSPLIT model is shown
in Figure 3. The direction and angle of the seeding agent transmission path projected to the
horizontal plane are consistent with the general determination method of wind direction
and degree (Figure 4). The characteristic elements of seeding agent 3 h transmission in
24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations simulated by the HYSPLIT model were
counted (Table 3), and the direction and angle of seeding agent transmission path and the
characteristics of 3 h horizontal and vertical transmission distance were analyzed.

There were 15 operations in the southwest direction of seeding agent transmission,
with an angle ranging from 225◦ to 255◦. There were 8 westbound operations with an angle
range of 260◦ to 268◦; there was one in the NNW direction with an angle of 327◦. The seed-
ing agent’s 3 h horizontal transmission distance for 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement
operations was 3 times in the range of 0–100 km, 16 times in the range of 100–200 km, and
5 times in the 200–300 km field. The seeding agent vertical transmission height of 3 h for
24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations was 3 times in the range of 0~−30 m and
21 times in the field of 0~1200 m.

To sum up, the seeding agent transmission path of the 24 precipitation enhancement
operations was mostly southwest and west, with an angle ranging from 225◦ to 268◦. The
horizontal transmission distance of the seeding agent is concentrated at 100–200 km in 3 h,
and the vertical transmission is mostly 0–1200 m in the upward direction. The horizontal
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diffusion distance of the seeding agent is larger than the vertical diffusion distance in each
period. The above results, based on the samples of 24 precipitation enhancement opera-
tions, provide reference for determining the appropriate seeding location of precipitation
enhancement seeding agent in clouds.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. The transmission of boundary points of affected areas within 3 h after seeding for 24 aircraft
precipitation enhancement operations simulated by HYSPLIT model (1–24). Note: The upper part of
each graph represents the horizontal transport path of the seeding point, the horizontal and vertical
coordinates are longitude and latitude, respectively. The lower part represents the vertical transmis-
sion height of the seeding point, the horizontal and vertical coordinates are time (h) and altitude (m),
respectively. Red, blue, and green lines indicate the transport paths of different seeding points.

Figure 4. Direction and angle of seeding agent transmission path. Note: Take the example of querying
the south wind, which indicates that the end point of the wind direction arrow is in the middle “+”,
then the starting point of the arrow is at 180◦ marked on the circle, the angle of the south wind is
180◦.
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Table 3. Statistics of features of seeding agent transmission within 3 h after 24 aircraft precipitance
enhancement operations.

Number Transmission
Path from

Angle of
Transmission

Path

Horizontal
Transmission Distance

of Seeding Agent
Within 3 h After

Seeding/km

Vertical Transmission
Height of Seeding

Agent Within 3 h After
Seeding/km

1 WSW 252◦ 180.5 524
2 W 260◦ 188.7 908
3 WSW 246◦ 157.9 898
4 SW 225◦ 140.8 201
5 WSW 253◦ 27.0 477
6 WSW 238◦ 146.7 803
7 W 260◦ 183.6 −15
8 W 266◦ 125.6 702
9 WSW 247◦ 158.6 179
10 W 268◦ 193.3 112
11 W 260◦ 233.9 1090
12 W 265◦ 271.3 272
13 WSW 240◦ 214.8 605
14 SW 235◦ 233.0 638
15 WSW 246◦ 153.8 59
16 WSW 246◦ 176.0 366
17 SW 230◦ 153.6 581
18 WSW 246◦ 132.5 −30
19 SW 235◦ 116.4 208
20 WSW 237◦ 206.2 1286
21 WSW 236.5◦ 134.7 389
22 W 260◦ 46.1 626
23 NNW 327◦ 15.1 81
24 W 265◦ 128.9 −26

Note: The vertical transmission height of seeding agent is positive in the upward direction and negative in the
downward direction.

3.1.3. Dynamic Variation of Affected Area of Aircraft Precipitation Enhancement Operation

According to the transmission results of 24 boundary points in the affected area of
aircraft precipitation enhancement simulated by the HYSPLIT model within 3 h after
operation, the three-dimensional geospatial configuration of the airline and the hourly
affected area within 3 h after seeding for 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations
were obtained (Figure 5). In terms of the change of the affected area, the hourly affected
area of the 12 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations had obvious overlap, and
the affected area of the three operations (Number 5, 22, and 23 operations) had obvious
deformation after transmission. The number of operations that affected the area located
in Henan province at 3 h after seeding was 19; however, the number of operations that
involved the area covering parts of Henan province and its neighboring provinces at 3 h
after seeding was 5. At the third h of seeding agent transmission, the number of affected
areas increased 7 times and decreased 17 times.

The longitude and latitude coordinates corresponding to the boundary of the affected
area were used to calculate the affected area (the area of the affected area was calculated
by the projection area of the air-affected area on the ground). Then, the hourly affected
area of 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations was counted. The following
conclusions were obtained: The initial affected area of the 24 aircraft’s precipitation en-
hancement seeding was 1015.5~16,198 km2, and the affected area of seeding at the third
h was 779.6~15,111 km2, the area change of the affected area ranged from −3773.4 to
883.8 km2 (the difference between the area of third h and the initial area was denoted
as the area change of affected area). The cumulative influence area of the seeding agent
transmission for 3 h is 5837.8~40,354.2 km2.
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional geospatial configuration of the airline and the hourly affected area
within 3 h after seeding for 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations (1–24). Note: The solid
red line is the airline path, the blue area in the sky is the influence area, the blue area on the ground is
the projection of the influence area in the air.
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In conclusion, the cumulative influence area of seeding agent transmission for 3 h
was 5837.8~40,354.2 km2 for the above 24 aircraft’s precipitation enhancement operations.
Most of the affected areas were located in the eastern part of the precipitation enhancement
operations, which were directly related to the westerly climatic characteristics of Henan
Province. The influence area of 71% precipitation enhancement operations decreased at
the third h of seeding agent transmission. According to the influence area boundary point
transmission characteristics of the model simulation analysis, the main and direct factor
causing the reduction in influence area after seeding is the difference in the wind speed
at the simulated grid points. As time goes by, the influence area of seeding does not
necessarily increase diffusively, and wind plays a decisive role.

3.2. Analysis of Precipitation in Influence Area by Seeding

Judging the change of natural precipitation is the most important and intuitive eval-
uation element for the test of artificial precipitation enhancement effect [10]. According
to the dynamic changes of influence area and contrast area of 24 aircraft precipitation en-
hancement determined by the HYSPLIT model after seeding, the characteristic difference of
hourly precipitation in seeding influence area and contrast area was obtained. The seeding
effect of precipitation enhancement operation was analyzed to realize the application of the
model in the evaluation of the artificial precipitation effect.

3.2.1. Selection of Contrast Area

APC, as a similarity measure coefficient, was used to select contrast area in this study,
and the calculation formula is shown in Equations (4)–(8). The APC coefficient is the ratio
of similarity divergence CXY to Pearson correlation coefficient ρXY.

APC =
CXY
ρXY

(4)

CXY =
1
2
(DXY + SXY) (5)

DXY =
1
n

n

∑
k=1
|Xk −Yk| (6)

SXY =
1
n

n

∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣|Xk −Yk| −
1
n

n

∑
k=1
|Xk −Yk|

∣∣∣∣∣ (7)

ρXY =
∑n

k=1
(
Xk − X

)(
Yk −Y

)√
∑n

k=1
(
Xk − X

)2
√

∑n
k=1
(
Yk −Y

)2
(8)

DXY is the value coefficient, which is the total average of absolute values of the
difference between corresponding values of the two samples; the smaller the value is,
the closer the values of the two samples are. SXY is the shape coefficient, representing
the degree of dispersion of difference between the corresponding values of the two sam-
ples to their total average; the smaller the value is, the more similar the shapes of the
two samples are. ρXY was used to characterize the correlation between the two samples
(ρXY =1, completely positive correlation; 0 < ρXY < 1, positive correlation; −1 < ρXY < 0, neg-
ative correlation; ρXY = −1, completely negative correlation). The greater the
ρXY (ρXY > 0), the more significant the linear positive correlation between two samples.
Therefore, the smaller the APC value (APC > 0), the greater the similarity between two
samples. X and Y respectively represent two samples to be compared, and n is the length
of data.
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The APC values of m comparison indexes were averaged to obtain the comprehensive
APC (Equation (9)). The cloud with the smallest APC was the best contrast area (APC > 0).

APC =
1
m
(APC1 + APC2 + . . . . . . APCm) (9)

The following two factors were considered to determine the index of selected com-
parison area. First, the significance of cloud precipitation represented by physical cloud
parameters themselves, and the test effect of cloud physical parameters in the test process
of artificial precipitation enhancement; the second is the application of macro and micro
parameters of cloud physics in the test of precipitance enhancement effect [9,46,47]. Cloud
top temperature, cloud effective particle radius, cloud optical thickness, liquid water path,
combined reflectivity, ≥30 dBZ echo area, and vertical cumulative liquid water content
were used to select the contrast area.

3.2.2. Comparison of Precipitation between Affected Area and Contrast Area

Statistically, the hourly average precipitation of 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement
operations was the affected area at the end of seeding for 3 h and the average change
rate of hourly precipitation of the influence area and contrast area (Figure 6). As shown
in the figure, for 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations, the hourly average
precipitation of the affected area within 3 h after seeding is 0~3.2 mm/h. Within 3 h after
seeding, the average change rate of hourly precipitation of influence area is 25%~53%,
and the number of positive and negative operations is 16 and 8, respectively. That is,
67% of the operations after seeding show an increasing trend in precipitation, while 33%
of the operations show a decreasing trend in precipitation. The average change rate of
hourly precipitation of contrast area is −86%~8%, and the number of positive and negative
operations is 7 and 17, respectively. That is, 29% of the operational comparison area show
an increasing trend in precipitation, while 71% of the operational comparison area show
a decreasing trend in precipitation. The average change rate of hourly precipitation in
the affected area and contrast area was compared with that in the contrast area within
3 h after seeding; the average change rate of precipitation in the affected area was greater
than that in the contrast area for 15 operations. It can be considered that 15 (63%) aircraft
precipitation operations contributed to the increase in precipitation based on the influence
area determined by the HYSPLIT model and the comparison area determined by similarity
measurement method.

Figure 6. Mean hourly precipitation of influence area, mean change rate of hourly precipitation of
affected area, and contrast area for 3 h after 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations.
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4. Discussion

At present, many aircraft precipitation enhancement operations are critical drought
resistance operations without strict design in advance. It is often complicated and complex
to define the affected area from the concentration diffusion of different seeding agents.
Therefore, in this study, boundary points of the seeding area were used as dynamic change
markers of the affected area (the condition that the seeding route and its interval area
was functional areas was met). The tracking module in the HYSPLIT model was used to
complete this work in order to provide a universal technical method for the evaluation of
the effect of artificial precipitance operations.

In previous studies of cloud seeding agent transmission, Yu et al. [14] thought that
through the simulation, the horizontal diffusion range of seeding agent in the cloud is
significantly larger than the vertical diffusion range, and the difference is obvious. Mean-
while, the horizontal diffusion range reached approximately 100 km in 2 h, and the vertical
diffusion range reached approximately 0.5 km. In addition, Yu et al. [48] simulated the
transmission diffusion of seeding agent by a transmission diffusion mathematical model,
and reached the conclusion that the length of cloud orbit was 301 km and the average
width 8.3 m. At present, the Fifth-Generation NCAR/Penn State Mesoscale Model has
been used to simulate seeding clouds, augmented precipitation (varying from 5% to 25%
downwind) was confined in space to within 250 km of the seeding target and in time to the
3-h period after initial seeding [49]. Yu et al. [50] simulated aircraft precipitation by using a
3-D model, and the result shows that the horizontal transmission distance is only related
to wind. The 1-h transmission distance of seeding agent reaches 65 km, and the diffusion
rate is dependent on wind, temperature, and turbulence, with a 1-h average of 0.82 m
s−1. Moreover, field observations over the central Sierra Nevada reported that the effects
of cloud seeding with silver iodide persisted for over 90 min after seeding and 100 km
downwind of the seeding [51].

The simulation results of transmission of seeding agent for aircraft precipitation en-
hancement cases in the above studies are summarized as follows: the transmission distance
is approximately 250~300 km within 3 h after sowing, the average transmission distance
is approximately 65 km within 1 h, and the vertical speed range is approximately 0.5 km.
In this study, the value of the horizontal transmission distance of seeding agent in 3 h is
concentrated in 100~200 km, which is smaller than the corresponding value (250~300 km)
above. This phenomenon may be caused by the difference of geographical region, indi-
vidual cases of precipitation enhancement, and the numerical model. Yu et al. [50] found
that the horizontal transmission distance is mainly related to the wind, which is consistent
with the conclusion of our research. Additionally, there was no systematic study on the
angle and influence area of the transmission path of seeding agent of artificial precipitation,
which is also the novelty of this study.

The spatial and temporal resolution of GDAS data used in the HYSPLIT model is still
insufficient to meet the data accuracy requirements in the study of aircraft precipitation
seeding agent transmission. In the future, if the resolution of these data can be improved,
the tracking accuracy of the seeding affected region will be significantly improved.

In this study, the influence area determined by the HYSPLIT model and the comparison
area defined by the similarity measurement method were used; finally, the relationship
between seeding and precipitation was obtained, and its accuracy was restricted by a
variety of factors. First, even though the comparison area selection method is scientifically
reasonable in theory, sometimes no comparison area has a high similarity with the operation-
affected area in nature, so the natural variability of cloud and precipitation cannot be
eliminated [52], which affects the precipitation assessment results based on this method to a
certain extent. Secondly, the influence of the cloud precipitation was a detection error on the
results. For example, when the influence area or contrast area is far from the neighboring
detection radar, radar echo error will have a particular impact on the determination of the
contrast area and the evaluation of precipitation.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, the HYSPLIT model was used to simulate the seeding agent transmission
process of 24 aircraft precipitation enhancement operations, the characteristics of seeding
agent transmission and precipitation in the affected area of samples were obtained, and the
applicability of the model in tracking the artificial precipitation affected area was explored.

(1) For the seeding agent transmission of aircraft precipitation enhancement based on
the HYSPLIT model, if the seeding route satisfies the condition that the route and
its interval area within 3 h after seeding are the seeding-effective area, the boundary
points of the seeding area can be used as the marker of dynamic change of influence
area. The model can realize hourly tracking of aircraft precipitation enhancement
seeding agent transmission, and the seeding agent transmission process simulation
has good performance.

(2) The HYSPLIT model simulated 24 aircraft precipitation seeding agent transmission
processes. The seeding agent transmission path at the operational level is mostly
southwest and west, with an angle of 225◦~268◦. The horizontal transmission distance
of the seeding agent is concentrated within 100–200 km within 3 h after seeding,
and the vertical transmission is mostly 0–1200 m in the upward direction. The 71%
precipitation enhancement operation that affected the area decreased at the third h of
seeding agent transmission. The primary and direct factor causing the reduction in the
affected area after seeding agent transmission was the wind difference at simulated
grid points, which played a decisive role in seeding agent transmission.

(3) Based on the influence area determined by the HYSPLIT model and the contrast
area defined by the similarity measurement method, the two dynamic changes were
tracked, and hourly precipitation difference was obtained. The results show that
15 (63%) aircraft precipitation enhancement operations are conducive to the increase
in precipitation.
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